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SOME INEQUALITIES ON |Vi2|,|7Ric| AND ＼dr＼

IN RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

By

Eriko Omachi

Introduction. Let Mn be an n(>l) dimensional Riemannian manifold. We

denote by g=(gji), R=(Rkjih), Ric=(#,i)=(#rjir) and r=(/?t*)=(/?Jt^i) the

metric tensor, the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature

respectively. 7 means the operator of the covariant differential,and we put

c^R=(7TRkjir)' The purpose of this paper is to give some inequalities which

hold among the norms of 7i?, C1R and dr. Though we do not know whether

such inequalities are worthy to be studied or not, the cases when the equalities

hold in our inequalities seem meaningful.

§1 will be devoted itself to preliminaries. Denoting the norm of a tensor

T by ＼T＼,we shall show in §2 two inequalitiesamong |7i?|, ＼CX7R＼and ＼dr＼.

In one of the inequalities the equality holds if and only if the manifold has

harmonic Weyl tensor. An application will be given. In§3 an inequality which

holds between |7Ric| and ＼dr＼will be proved. In §4 we shall give among

11R |, |C1R1 and |dr | two inequalities which are different from those in §2.

An inequality for the Codazzi tensor will be shown in §5, and in the last sec-

tion |7Ric| in Kaehlerian manifolds will be discussed.

The author expresses her hearty gratitude to Professor S. Tachibana for his

suggestions and encouragement.

§1. Preliminaries. Let Mn be an n dimensional Riemannian manifold.

We follow the notations in Introduction. Tensors are represented by their com-

ponents with respect to the natural basis, unless otherwise stated, and the sum-

mation convention is assumed. 7 denotes the operator of covariant differential.

We have 1R=&#,<*■).

Let us put

c!R={Skji),

where

O bU ―V rR kiir･
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Then Skji satisfies

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

We also have

(1.5)
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Skji――Sji!i ,

Skji-＼~Sjik+Sikj=Q,

Skji=VkRn―'VjRki-

SH^Stjig^
2

rk,

because of 21iRki=rk, where rft=7ftr.

It is well known that C1R=Q is the conditionof harmonic curvature.

The conformal curvaturetensor(or Weyl tensor)C=(Ckjih) and the tensor

C=(Ckji) are definedas

CyhiiJ,= î^ibiiSlh

Rkiih.―

+

Ckji―Skji―

(Rngkh ―Rbig'*ft+ giiRkh~§kiRjh)

{gkhgji―gjhgki),

(rkgii―rjgki)

Ckn,

1

n-2

r

(n-l)(n-2)

1

2(n-l)

Mn (≪>3) is conformally flatif and only if C vanishes. Because of the

identitv:

!rCkjiT =
K-3
n-2

C vanishes for a conformally flatMn (n>3).

C=0 for n>3 is the condition for C to be harmonic (i.e. harmonic Weyl

tensor in terminology of Besse [1]).

The norm of a tensor T, say T=(Tjih), will be denoted by ＼T＼or ＼TJth＼,

hence we have ＼T＼2=TuhTrst&rMueht=TuhTjih.

§2. Two inequalities on |c7i?|2. We shall start from the following

Proposition 1. ― |cVi?|2^ 17/?12.

T/ze equality holds if and only if Mn (n>3) is locally symmetric

Proof. Let us out



(2.1)
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Bikjihz=glkSflij ―gliSflik-＼-glhSkji-~gliSkjh-

The inequalityrequiredfollows from

0< V,i?
1 o

kjih £>lkjih

In fact, we have

＼Blkjih＼*=4n＼S＼＼ 7£/?≫,,,J3"*≫=4|S|≪

by virtue of (1.1)~(1.3), and

O^＼lR＼i--llRkJihBl^ih+ ― ＼Blkm＼*
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= |Vi?|2--|S|2+-^|S|2=|Vi?!2--|S|2.
n n n

The equality holds if and only if nliRkjih―Bikjih. By Bianchi's identity,

we have

BikjiKJrBkiUKJrBjikih=0, i.e.,

Transvecting the last equation with glh and then gji and taking account of (1.1)

and (1.2), we obtain

(n-3) SkJi=gkiSJrr-gJtSkrr,

2(n-2) S*rr=0.

Thus Vi?-0 holds for n>3. □

For a compact orientable Mn,

has been known as Lichnerowicz' integral formula, where

K=RlmRl^Rmjih+jRlm^RlmihRihm-{-2RlimhRlpmqR^h.

Owing to Proposition 1 we have

f Kda= L{|Cvi?|l417*|!WsV$jc |Mff

The equality holds if and only if Mn (n>3) is locally symmetric. Consequently

we obtain

Theorem 1. Let M" be an n (>3) dimensional compact Riemannian mani-



2
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fold. If K^
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|c7i?|2 holds everywhere, then Mn is locally symmetric.

1

2(n-l)

S kji

|5|2-

a=

1

2(n-

i r 12

1

2(n-l)

＼dr＼%^＼clR＼2

=0

1)

i.e

(rkgu-rjgki)

Skii~-2(^T)

＼dr＼2

3n-2

2(n-l)(n+2)

n

(n-l)(n+2)'

= |7Ric|2-

(rkgji―rjgn)

|rfr|2^|7Ric|2

p=
n-2

3n-2

2(n-l)(n+2)"

2(n-l)(n+2)

VkRJt-VjRki=
1

2(n-l)

＼dr＼2 □

irkgji-rjgki)

w-2

n

The following proposition characterizes the case of harmonic Weyl tensor.

Proposition 2

The equality holds if and only if C

Proof. We have

0^|C|2=

by taking account of (1.1), (1.5) and ＼dr＼z―riri. □

§3. An inequality on IVRicI

Proposition 3

The equalityholdsif and onlyif

(3.1) lkRJi=^rkgjiJr^{rjgki+rigk])

are satisfied,where

Proof. We have

O^llkRjt-arkgji-^rjgkt+rkg^l2

It should be noticed that (3.1) implies C=0.

We shall give an application of Proposition 3. Let us assume that C=0, i.e.

Applying lk=gkl^l to this equation and making use of Ricci's identity,we can

obtain
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lklkRji=RjrRiT-RkjirRrk+ 2(nn_21}

Hence it holds that

(3.2) R^kr7kRu=H+

where we have put

(3.3)

Vi+
1

2(n-l)

2(n-l) ' t
+

2(n-l)

H=RjrRirRji-RkjiflRkhRji.

On the other hand, we have

rVVf=VJ(n-£)-|dr|2,

=7//?'V≪)―gW

Substitutingthese equationsinto(3.2)we get

R^klkRji=H-

+

n

4(n-

1

2(n-l)

1)

＼dr＼*

T(rrt)+

I

w-2

2(n-l)

rV*rt

V/tf'V,)

We integrate

over compact orientableM" to obtain

and hence

<
(n-2)! f . , .,.
=m+mWdri<"

4(n-l)(n+2)
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by virtue of Proposition 3.

Consequently we have

Theorem 2. Suppose that an n (>1) dimensional compact Riemannian mani-

fold Mn satisfiesC=0. If the scalar function H given by (3.3) satisfies

H^
(n-2)2

4(n-l)(n+2)
＼dr＼z
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everywhere, then (3.1) holds.
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Let Mn be conformally flatand satisfies(3.1). Then It is easy to see that

Vi? of Mn is given by

(3.4) ViRkjih= 2( __D(n+2)(r*Aim+rJA*iih+riAkjlh+rhAkjil+2riAkjih),

where we have put

(3.5) Akjih=gkhgn―gjhgki.

Example. (3.1) is the same equation as in Besse [1, p. 433]:

2{n-l)(n+2)D[r-(2n-2)-lsg-]={n-2)ds°g,

where r and s denote the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respectively, and

ds°g is the symmetric product of ds and g. An example of the space satisfy-

ing (3.1) are given there as compact quotients of (RxM, dt2+f~z(t)g), where

(M, g) is Einstein with scalar curvature s<0 and / is a positive solution of

df (n-l)(n-2) J

with a constant c>0. If M is a space of constant curvature, the above example

is conformally flat[3] and hence satisfies(3.4).

§4. Two inequalities on |7i?|. Let us consider the following equation:

^iRkjih―2.BikjiK-＼-tiriA-kiih,(4.1)

where

(42)
*=lTf2' ≫=

(≫-lX≫+2) ･

As 5jfti7iftare defined by (2.1) and i4fejfftby (3.5), the equation (4.1) is written

explicitly as

(4.3) liRtjin^KgitSHij―guSMk+gikSkji―guSkjrJ+ftriigkhgji―gjKgkt).

By transvection (4.3) with glk and taking account of (1.1)~(1.3), we have

(4-4) Shij= 2(w_i) ^rhgn―righj),

i.e., C=0. Then if we eliminate the tensor (Shij) in (4.3) by virtue of (4.4),

we can get (3.4), i.e.,

(4.5)
^iRkjih ―

1

2(n-l)(n+2)
(rkAijih-＼-rjAkiih+riAkJih+rhAkjii+2riAkjih)
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Conversely, let us suppose that (4.5) holds. As we have

gjiAkjih={n-l)gkh,
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rtAkiih=rigkh~-rkgih, riAkUh=rigkh―rhgki,

it follows from (4.5) that

ViRkh=gjiViRkjih=arighk+P(rkgih+rhgik),

which is nothing but (3.1). Thus it is not difficult to see that (4.3) holds too.

Consequently we have

Lemma. (4.1) and (4.5.) are equivalent to each other. In this case, (3.1) holds.

Next we shall prove

Proposition 4.

2(n+4)|c7i?|2 + -^W^IRW

The equalityholdsif and onlyif (4.5)is satisfied.

Proof. The inequalityfollows from

(4.6) 0£|liRkiih-XBlkjih-ptriAkJth|2,

where X and p are given by (4.2).

In fact,the right hand side of (4.6)is

＼^R＼z+X2a1+ft2＼dr＼za2-2Xa3-2fia4+2Xfia5,

where

a1=l^^ift|2=4n|S|2, az=＼Akjih＼2=2n(n-l),

as=V^-ift£^ft=4|S|2, a^r^tRtj^A^^ldrl*

a5=rlBlkmAk^=4＼dr＼＼

Hence we have

^＼lR＼2+bX{nX-2)＼S＼2+2{n{n-l)ii-2+iX}ii＼dr＼t

= |Vi?|2-
4(n+4)

(n+2Y
ISI2-

In

(n-l)(n+2)2

By Proposition 2 and Proposition 4, we have

Proposition 5
4

(n-l)(n+2)
＼dr＼z^＼lR ＼

＼dr＼＼ U

The equality holds if and only if (4.5) is satisfied.

It should be mentioned that Prooosition 5 can be obtained from the follow-
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mg, too:

0<
^iRkjih.―
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1
2(n"-l)(n+2)

(rkAljih+rjAkiih

2

+riAkjih+rhAkJii+2rlAkjih)

§ 5. Codazzi tensor. In this section we shall apply our method to the

Codazzi tensor.

A symmetric tensor H=-{H}i) is called a Codazzi tensor if it satisfies

1 kHji-=-1jHki.

Let us put

h=Hi＼ hi=ljh.

Then we have

for a Codazzi tensor H.

Proposition 6. For a Codazzi tensorH. we have

3

n+2

The equality holds if and only if

7*H,i=

＼dh＼2^＼lH＼i

(hkgu + hjgki + higkj)
1

n+2

are satisfied.

Proof. Let H be any Codazzi tensor, and the inequality follows from

0^＼(n+2)TlkHji-(hkgji+hjgki+higkj)＼z

=(n+2){(n+2)|Vtf|2-3|d/il2}. □

§6. An inequality in Kaehlerian manifolds. A Kaehlerian manifold Mn

of real dimension n (―2m) is a Riemannian manifold admitting a paralleltensor

fieldF=(Fih) such that

FSFr^-dS, gjiFSFt^gH.

If we put Fji=Fjhghi, Fji= ―Fij hold. It is well known that the Ricci tensor

Ric=(i?;-i)satisfies

RjtFSFt^Ru.

As the set of Kaehlerian manifolds constitutes a special class of the set of

Riemannian manifolds, we may expect better inequalities than those in Proposi-
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tion 2~6.

We are especially interested in Proposition 3 and prove

Proposition 7.
1

m+1

The equality holds if and only if

(6.1)
lkRji=

1

4(m+l)

are satisfied,where fj=Fjhrh

Proof. Let us put p ―

|Jr|2^|7Ric|2

{2rkgJi+rjgki+rigkj+rjFik+fiFjk)

1

4(m+l)
for simplicity. Then we have

O^WkRjt-pVrigji+rjgH+rigkj+rjFtt+riFjk)]*

= ＼VRic＼*-8P＼dr＼*+ l6(m+l)p2＼dr＼2

= |7Ric|2-8io{l-2(m+l)lo}|rfr|2

= |7Ric|2-
2

m+1
＼dr＼＼ n
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Let K=(Kkjih) be the Bochner curvature tensor [4] and K=(Kkji) be the

tensor given by

Kb u= V hRii―ViRhi

+
1

4(m+l)
(gki8jh-gJi3kh+FkiFJh-FJiFk^2FkJFtk)rh

Then itis known that

hold.

We remark that(6.1)implies K=0.

m

m+2
Kkji
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